LEGAL NOTICE
This book was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes a!ly)e~f'JJi~.Qiljty,ouesponsibility for the accura6::./';' < ' . ?'fS and opmlOns of : do not necessarily state \-nfted States Government' or any and on whi ch they move pseudorandomly.2 Greborgi, Ott and Yorke 3 have investigated theoretically sudden qualitative changes, called arises, of the attractor, using a one-dimensional quadratic map, which has been experimentally shown to model chaos surprisingly well in many physical systems (see Ref. 3 ). An interesting question is: how does the attractor, which controls the chaotic dynamics, depend on the driving parameter of the map? Tney conclude that crises can occur at parameter values for which th_e chaotic attractor is intersected by a coexisting unstable periodic oroit. In this paper we report novel experimental evidence for three types of such crises in a driven nonlinear semiconductor oscillator.
The physical system used is a series connected inductance L, resistance R, and di9de C (type lN953) driven by an external voltage Vo(t) = IVo!cos(2wt/T}, of period T = 12.5 ~sec. This resonant LRC system is . described by LI + RI + Vc(t) and two additional differential equations in the diode voltage VcCtl and series current Itt} describing the nonlinear capacitance and switching characteristics of the diode. Previous experiments 4 showed that this system follows the universal period-doubling route to chaos,S,6 with bifurcation diagram, universal numbers, and window sequences and patterns 7 explicable by the logistic quadratic map
with the correspondences IVcl ++-x, IVol ++-A between experimental quantities and the map. Effects of additive noiseS and the observation of an intermittency route to chaos 9 can also be understood by theoretical models using Eq. (11. However, higher-dimensional effects, which should vanish as R + =, are observable for finite resistance:
~I
(1) The system shows hysteresis in the period-three window (see below).
(2) The Poincar~ section, or attractor diagram, shows a Henon-like structure,lO characteristic of a two-dimensional system (see belm'l). (3) The return map shows a quadratic maximum with some folding. 9 We believe the system is well characterized and interesting for the experimental study of crises. Some novel results are presented below. Hysteresis orisis of period-three window. The hysteresis at point A in Fig. 2 is shown under high resolution in Fig. 4(a) for Vo decreasing, and in Fig. 4(b) for Vo increasing. A hysteresis is clearly displayed in the composite drawing, Fig. 4(c) . We note the parabolic shape of the (stable) periodic attractor in Fig. 4(a) , which i~ redrawn in Fig. 4(c) , together with the associated unstable orbit (dashed line). We explain the hysteresis crises by the intersection of this unstable period-three orbit with 'the chaotic attractor. We note the veils in Fig. 4 The three dots are stable period-three fixed point attractors for Vo > V 3 .
As Vo is reduced below window threshold, the attractor jumps discontinuously to the Henon-like solid lines, which do not lie on the fixed points but extrapolate to them. This jump in size and shape of the attractor is an interior crisis. To summarize, directly from bifurcation and attractor diagrams for a real physical system in chaos, we present novel results for three cases of an interior crisis of the strange attractor: a sudden and discontinuous change as defined by Greborgi et aZ. 3 We also have experimental evidence for crises arising from two attractors with separate basins of attraction. 13 Our experiments support the conjecture of Greborgi et aZ. that these crises arise from the intersection of a coexisting unstable orbit 'f/ith the chaotic attractor.
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